
                                      

 

                        “ I’m going to my kid’s regatta.  Now what?” 

 

Welcome to the world of not knowing what your rower is talking about…shell, rigging, coxswain, catching 

a “crab”, feathering, “power 10”…!  And don’t forget the regatta…what am I supposed to be watching for?  

And where?  And how do I know if they won? Or not?  Where are they? 

Well, we’ve all been there. And we’re all still learning.  To help parents just starting out, we’ve pulled 

together some information about rowing and regatta basics.   

Adopted from USRowing (with editing and additions): 

 

First, a little history. 

The first reference to a “regata” appeared in 1274, in some documents from Venice. (Impress your rower 

with that…) The first known ‘modern’ rowing races began from competition among the professional 

watermen that provided ferry and taxi service on the River Thames in London, drawing increasingly larger 

crowds of spectators.  The sport grew steadily, spreading throughout Europe, and eventually into the 

larger port cities of North America.  Though initially a male-dominated sport (what’s new?), women’s 

rowing can be traced back to the 19
th
 century.  An image of a women’s double scull race made the cover 

of Harper’s Weekly in 1870.  In 1892, four young women from San Diego, CA started ZLAC Row Club, 

the oldest all women’s rowing club in the world.   

Sculling and Sweep Rowing 

Athletes with two oars – one in each hand – are scullers. There are three sculling events: the single – 1x 

(one person), the double – 2x (two) and the quad – 4x (four). 

Athletes with only one oar are sweep rowers. This is the type of rowing most Camp Randall rowers will 

participate in.  Sweep boats carry a coxswain (pronounced cox-n) to steer and be the on-the-water coach. 

At Camp Randall, sweep rowers row in boats of four, with a coxswain (4+), and eight (8+), with a 

coxswain. The eight is the fastest boat on the water. A world-level men's eight is capable of moving 

almost 14 miles per hour.  Our rowers don’t quite achieve that speed, but they do move fast. 

 Although the coxswain is almost always facing the rowers in an eight, in fours the coxswain may be 

facing the rowers in the stern or looking down the course, lying down in the bow, where he or she is 

difficult to see. Coxswains are the smallest and lightest members of a crew team. You can recognize 

them because of the wide elastic band they wear on their heads and the round metal device they carry 

called a “cox box”. It consists of a microphone and speakers that amplify the cox's voice throughout the 

boat. 



Athletes are identified by their seat in the boat. The athlete in bow (the front; rhymes with “wow”) is seat 

No. 1. That's the person who crosses the finish line first (which makes it easy to remember – first across 

the line is No. 1 seat). The person in front of the bow is No. 2, then No. 3, No. 4, No. 5, No. 6, No. 7 and 

No. 8, a.k.a. the stroke. The stroke of the boat must be a strong rower with excellent technique, since the 

stroke sets the rhythm and number of strokes per minute the rest of the crew must follow (with the 

coxswain’s gentle advice, of course). 

Moving the Boat - The Stroke 

The whole body is involved in moving a shell through the water. Although rowing tends to look like an 

upper body sport, the strength of the rowing stroke comes from the legs. 

The stroke is made up of four parts: Catch, Drive, Finish and Recovery. As the stroke begins, the rower 

is coiled forward on the sliding seat, with knees bent and arms outstretched. At the catch, the athlete 

drops the oarblade vertically into the water. 

At the beginning of the drive, the body position doesn't change – all the work is done by the legs. As the 

upper body begins to uncoil, the arms begin their work, drawing the oarblades through the water. 

Continuing the drive, the rowers move their hands quickly into the body, which by this time is in a slight 

"layback" position, requiring strong abdominal muscles. 

During the finish, the oar handle is moved down, drawing the oarblade out of the water. At the same 

time, the rower "feathers" the oar – turning the oar handle – so that the oarblade changes from a vertical 

position to a horizontal one. The oar remains out of the water as the rower begins recovery, moving the 

hands away from the body and past the knees. The body follows the hands and the sliding seat moves 

forward, until, knees bent, the rower is ready for the next catch. 

                            

                                  

 

 

 

 



The Equipment 

Oars 

Oars move the boat through the water and act as balancers. Sweep oars are longer than sculler's oars 

and have wooden handles instead of rubber grips. The shaft of the oar is made of extremely lightweight 

carbon fiber instead of the heavier wood used years ago. 

The popular "hatchet" blade – named because of its cleaver-like shape – is about 20 percent larger than 

previous blades. Its’ larger surface area has made it the almost-universal choice among world-level 

rowers.  Every rowing club chooses a particular color or combination of colors for their oar blades.  Camp 

Randall’s oars are solid Columbia blue.  Identifying the oars on a boat is one way to determine which 

boats are racing for Camp Randall as they make their way down the race course. 

The Boats – Sculls and Shells 

All rowing boats can be called shells. Rowing boats with scullers in them (each person having two oars) 

are called sculls, e.g., single scull, double scull, quadruple scull. So, all sculls are shells but not vice 

versa! Originally made of wood (and many beautifully crafted wooden boats are made today), newer 

boats – especially those used in competition – are made of honeycombed carbon fiber. They are light and 

appear fragile but are crafted to be strong and stiff in the water. 

The smallest boat – the single scull – is approximately 27 feet long and as narrow as 10 inches across. At 

58 feet, the eight is the longest boat on the water. 

The oars are attached to the boat with riggers, which provide a fulcrum for the levering action of rowing. 

Generally, sweep rowers sit in configurations that have the oars alternating from side to side along the 

boat.  

When it comes to identifying the sides and ends of boats, the terms “right”, “left”, “back” and “front” are not 

used.  Instead, “bow” is used to describe the front, “stern” the back, “starboard” the right side, and “port” 

the left. (Just remember…”port” and “left” each have four letters.)   You may find that, with time, your 

rower tends to settle into rowing one side of the boat; others may be comfortable continuing to row either 

port or starboard. 

 

                

 



Racing Events 

Head Races 

Head races are typically held in the fall and tend to be on rivers. In this form of racing, rowers race 

against the clock. The crew completing the course in the shortest time in their age, ability and boat-class 

category is deemed the winner. Head races are typically 5K (or 3 miles) long, with some variability based 

on the site.  Rowers will row up the side of the race course, turn around at the starting line, and are 

allowed to begin racing back down the race course at 10-15 second intervals.  The boats will have bow 

markers attached, which look like small white plastic flags with a number on them.  You can use this 

number to identify which boats belong to our club; we will have a whiteboard at our campsite that lists 

what our bow numbers are for the day. Camp Randall will typically enter boats in Junior Women’s and 

Junior Men’s events. (In rowing, Junior refers to high school aged rowers.)  Within those events, we will 

have novice and varsity crews, racing 4+s and 8+s. 

Sprint Races 

Sprint races are typically held in the spring, and tend to be on lakes. In this form of racing, boats are 

lined up at the starting line in groups of 2-6.  The boats begin rowing from a stationary position at the 

same time, usually down a 1.5 - 2K course.  The winner is the crew that crosses the finish line first. 

Sometimes the race course has buoyed lanes that the boats must remain in, other times not.  As above, 

Camp Randall will have entries in Junior Women’s and Junior Men’s categories, novice and varsity, in 

both 4+s and 8+s.  

Regattas 

Race competitions are commonly known as regattas, and they are all-day events.  They start early and 

typically last until about 4pm.  There is a Coaches/Coxswains Meeting, usually around 7:30 am, at which 

the race officials review the course and share any other important information.  Then the racing begins!  

There is a schedule of events that is essentially a framework for the order of racing, but it is often 

impossible to know exactly what time an individual race will occur.  So bring a lawn chair, binoculars, 

perhaps a book, and be prepared to enjoy some “down time” in the great outdoors!  Depending on the 

size of the regatta, you may see Junior (high-school aged), Collegiate, or Masters (age 27 and older) 

rowers in boats with anywhere from one to eight rowers in them. 

At every regatta, Camp Randall will have a campsite, somewhere among all the other tents belonging to 

the other clubs, typically near the finish line.  We erect tents (one of ours has Camp Randall Rowing Club 

printed on it so we’re easy to find), giving the kids a place to rest, hang out with their fellow rowers, play 

cards, finish homework… And we feed them.  If you haven’t already noticed, rowers eat a lot!  We bring a 

grill, coolers full of food and drink, and tables. Then we work together to cook and serve breakfast and 

lunch (in addition to snack foods for almost constant grazing).   Helping feed the rowers is a great 

opportunity to meet other parents, in addition to lots of kids.  You can finally put some faces with the 

names you’ve been hearing at home.   Guaranteed, you’ll have the rowers’ complete attention as you’re 

setting out that plate of bacon, so chatting happens effortlessly. Finally, no parent is expected to help with 

anything while their rower is racing…go watch! 

 



Race Watching 

 The crew that's making it look easy is most likely the one doing the best job. While you're 

watching, look for – continuous, fluid motion of the rowers. The rowing motion shouldn't have a 

discernible end or beginning. 

 Synchronization. Rowers strive for perfect synchronization in the boat. 

 Clean catches of the oarblade. If you see a lot of splash, the oarblades aren't entering the water 

correctly. The catch should happen at the end of the recovery, when the hands are as far ahead 

of the rower as possible. Rowers who uncoil before they drop the oarblades are sacrificing speed 

and not getting a complete drive. 

 Even oarblade feathering. When the blades are brought out of the water, they should all move 

horizontally close to the water and at the same height. It's not easy, especially if the water is 

rough. 

 The most consistent speed. Shells don't move like a car – they're slowest at the catch, quickest at 

the release. The good crews time the catch at just the right moment to maintain the speed of the 

shell. 

 Rowing looks graceful, elegant and sometimes effortless when it's done well. Don't be fooled. 

Rowers haven't been called the world's most physically-fit athletes for nothing. A 2,000-meter 

rowing race demands virtually everything a human being can physically bring to an athletic 

competition – aerobic ability, technical talent, exceptional mental discipline, ability to utilize 

oxygen efficiently and in huge amounts, balance, pain tolerance, and the ability to continue to 

work when the body is demanding that you stop. 

More Race-Watching Tips 

 Race times can vary considerably depending upon the course and weather conditions. Tailwinds 

will improve times, while headwinds and crosswinds will hamper them. 

 If a crew "catches a crab," it means the oarblade has entered the water at an angle instead of 

perpendicularly. The oarblade gets caught under the surface and will slow or even stop a shell. 

 A "Power 10" is a call by the coxswain for 10 of the crew's best, most powerful strokes. Good 

coxswains read the course to know how many strokes remain for their crew to count down to the 

finish. 

 It doesn't matter whether you win an Olympic medal or don't make the finals – each crew still 

carries their boat back to the rack. 

 Coxswains from first-place boats worldwide are thrown into the water by their crews. 

 Coxswains don't now and probably never did yell "stroke! stroke!" Similar to a jockey, their job is 

to implement the coach's strategy during the race, in addition to steering and letting the rowers 

know where they stand in the race and what they need to do to win. 

We hope reading this has been helpful to you.  Parents who have been around the club for a while can 

also be wonderful sources of information.  Finally, attending your first regatta will do wonders for your 

knowledge base!    Go C-R-R-C!! 



  



 


